REBREATHER SAFETY IS NO LONGER A GUESSING GAME.

WHY DIVE A REBREATHER?

MORE TIME UNDERWATER
• Four times longer dive time compared to regular scuba
• Double no decompression obligation time
• Warm and moist breathing gas keeps you comfortable for longer

GET CLOSER TO MARINE LIFE
• No bubbles
• Silent exploring
• Be part of the environment and not just a visitor

WHY DIVE A POSEIDON SE7EN+ REBREATHER?

PATENTED SAFETY TECHNOLOGY
• Solid State O2 Sensor enabled
• Galvanic O2 sensor validation and calibration
• Automated pre-dive check
• User monitoring system
• Integrated back-up scuba system

GROWS AS FAR AS YOUR SENSE OF ADVENTURE
• SE7EN PLUS is the only rebreather that can grow with you
• Start recreational and grow into technical
• Expand your SE7EN+ with accessories and tech upgrades
• Depth rated to 100M and beyond

PROVEN PERFORMANCE
• Tested in all four climate zones
• Used by NOAA, BBC, US Antarctic Research and thousands of explorers
• Certified to meet and exceed standards EN250, EN1809, EN14143, FCC

POSEIDON SE7EN+

POSEIDON SE7EN+

#DIVEPOSEIDON

KNOW YOUR PO2, DON’T GUESS!
Poseidon Solid State O2 Sensors and patented oxygen sensor validation ensure that you know your PO2 reading is accurate.
Dive safe. Dive SE7EN+. 
Safety, performance, ease of use and desirability are combined to enable divers of all abilities to experience the underwater world without compromise.

Whether you want to spend much more time underwater or to get closer to marine life, dive deeper or simply enjoy the bubble-free silence of the underwater world, the POSEIDON SE7EN+ is the safest and smartest way to dive!

POSEIDON SE7EN+
The next generation rebreather

SENSORS
Digital sensor technology from Poseidon brings a quantum leap in reliability, PO2 accuracy and longevity and enhances every aspect of your dive. Solid State O2 Sensors are now available in a rebreather for the first time.

SAFE
Start your SE7EN PLUS with an automated start-up sequence that ensures your rebreather is safe to dive. Relax during your dive, safe in the knowledge that whether you’re using Solid State O2 Sensors or analog galvanic sensors, your SE7EN is constantly monitoring PO2 and sensor performance, ensuring that you know your PO2 is accurate and that you’re not having to play a guessing game.

SOPHISTICATED
State of the art electronics are housed in a timeless case making the SE7EN the benchmark that other rebreathers are measured against. Digital Sensors, sensor validation, Bluetooth and CAN-bus connectivity, smart batteries and the breakthrough M28 dive computer give the SE7EN+ unmatched sophistication that enables you to go safely to places that others can only dream about.

STABLE
With experience comes stability. With 60 years in diving, more than 20 years in rebreathers and hundreds of thousands of dive logs analyzed, Poseidon has learned a thing or two. This knowledge enables Poseidon to continually lead innovation, improve safety and increase system stability. In addition to being digital-enabled, the SE7EN+ sees a number of key component upgrades:

- Digital sensor capability
- Hardware upgrades for longevity

SUPPORT
Your investment in a SE7EN+ is something we take very seriously. As well as investing in technology upgrades, Poseidon has invested in its people to totally overhaul its customer support and service system. Poseidon’s Service Performance Guarantee says that should you encounter a technical issue, your rebreather or computer will be repaired within 30 days of receipt at Poseidon in Sweden, or replaced if we can’t meet that deadline. For full details, please visit poseidon.com/support.

SE7EN SPORT PACKAGE
> Poseidon SE7EN+
> Repackable Scrubber, now standard
> Battery Module - Rec 40 (Green)
> Rebreather BCD & 11 inch adapter
> 3L Aluminium Cylinder Set 200 Bar or 3L Steel Cylinders 300 Bar DIL, 200bar O2

SE7EN REC PACKAGE
> Poseidon SE7EN+
> Repackable Scrubber, now standard
> 11 inch adapter
> Battery Module - Rec 40m (Green)
> Rebreather BCD, Recreational Counter Lungs or Back Mounted Counter Lungs
> 3L Aluminium Cylinder Set 200 Bar or 3L Steel Cylinders 300 Bar DIL, 200bar O2

SE7EN TEC PACKAGE
> Poseidon SE7EN+
> Repackable Scrubber, now standard
> Battery Module - Deep Unlimited (Black)
> Front or Back-Mounted Counter Lungs
> Manual Injections
> Poseidon Backplate & Rebreather Wing
> Rebreather 11 inch adapter & Handle
> Cylinder Inversion Kit
> Poseidon M28 Computer with cable
> 3L Aluminium Cylinder Set 200 Bar or 3L Steel Cylinders 300 Bar DIL, 200bar O2